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1. Hello



2. Words matter















How did that make you 
feel?

Take 1 minute to think quietly about the video 
and what the messages women receive about 
our confidence.

• What was you instinctive response?

• Was your considered response different?

Turn to someone at your table you don’t know 
and discuss.

YOU HAVE 10 MINUTES



3. Think critically



Women in the 
Workplace 
McKinsey 2017

The bar for gender equality is too low

• Nearly 50 percent of men think women are well represented in leadership in companies where only one in ten senior leaders is 
a woman. A much smaller but still significant number of women agree: a third think women are well represented when they 
see one in ten in leadership.

Women hit the glass ceiling early

• At the first critical step up to manager, women are 18 percent less likely to be promoted than their male peers. This gender 
disparity has a dramatic effect on the representation of women: if entry-level women were promoted at the same rate as their 
male peers, the number of women at the senior levels would more than double.

Men are more likely to say they get what they want without having to ask

• Women of all races and ethnicities negotiate for raises and promotions at rates comparable to their male counterparts. 
However, men are more likely to say they have not asked for a raise because they are already well compensated or a promotion 
because they are already in the right role.

Women get less of the support that advances careers

• Women are less likely to receive advice from managers and senior leaders on how to advance, and employees who do are more 
likely to say they’ve been promoted in the last two years. Similarly, women are less likely to interact regularly with senior
leaders, yet employees who do are more likely to aspire to be top executives.

Women are less optimistic they can reach the top

• Women are less likely than men to aspire to be a top executive, and those who do are significantly less likely than men to think
they’ll become one. 

Many women still work a double shift

• On average, 54 percent of women do all or most of the household work, compared to 22 percent of men. This gap grows when 
couples have children. Women with a partner and children are 5.5 times more likely than their male counterparts to do all or 
most of the household work. Even when women are primary breadwinners, they do more work at home.





“Don’t blame the woman. There is 
a little thing called the patriarchy 
and let’s not forget unconscious 
bias. And when did blame ever 
help anyone anyway.”





How did that make you 
feel?

Take 1 minute to think quietly about the video and 
what the messages women receive about our 
confidence

• What did you think about the information and the 
perspective of the young woman in the video?

• Are you starting to think in a different way? If so, 
how? If not, why not?

Turn to someone at your table you don’t know and 
discuss.

YOU HAVE 10 MINUTES



4. Reframe



def. Confidence: belief in oneself and one’s powers or abilities; 
assurance.

def. Courage: the quality of mind or spirit that enables a person 
to face difficulty, danger, pain, etc., without fear.



“Courage is resistance to fear, 
mastery of fear, not absence of 
fear.”

Mark Twain



Career Fear

Write what you are afraid of in terms of 
progressing your career or job satisfaction on 
the paper provided it. 

• Fold it.

• Put it in the middle of your table.

• Each person pick a fear out of the pile.

• Read it. Reflect for 1 minute. Try to 
understand it. 

• Discuss. 

YOU HAVE 10 MINUTES



Examples of courage

• Courage might be as simple and as hard as putting one foot in front of the other, when 
the load seems too much to bear.

• Courage is going on a first date after a relationship ends

• Courage is reaching out for help and letting others know that you’re terrified at the 
recent health diagnosis.

• Courage is applying for a new job after being recently laid off from what one you 
thought had security and at the same time telling your friends that this feels scary.



Building courage

Get Clear About 
What You 

Really Want

Identify Your 
Fears

Be Honest 
About The Cost 

Of Inaction

Break Your 
Goals Into 

Small Steps

Create 
Accountability

Practice Fail Practice

Repeat Succeed



Courage

Identify an area where you think you need 
courage.

Think about what supports you need to face 
your fear.

Write a plan about what you need to do and 
how you are going to do it.

Share your courage with the person at your 
table.

YOU HAVE 10 MINUTES



5. Be kind to yourself




